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A B S T R A C T 

We present an analysis of spatially resolved gas-phase metallicity relations in five dwarf galaxies ( M halo ≈ 10 

11 M �, M � ≈
10 

8 . 8 –10 

9 . 6 M �) from the FIRE-2 (Feedback in Realistic Environments) cosmological zoom-in simulation suite, which include 
an explicit model for sub-grid turbulent mixing of metals in gas, near z ≈ 0, o v er a period of 1.4 Gyr, and compare our findings 
with observations. While these dwarf galaxies represent a diverse sample, we find that all simulated galaxies match the observed 

mass–metallicity (MZR) and mass–metallicity gradient (MZGR) relations. We note that in all five galaxies, the metallicities 
are ef fecti vely identical between phases of the interstellar medium (ISM), with 95 per cent of the gas being within ±0.1 dex 

between the cold and dense gas ( T < 500 K and n H 

> 1 cm 

−3 ), ionized gas (near the H αT ≈ 10 

4 K ridge-line), and nebular 
regions (ionized gas where the 10 Myr -a veraged star formation rate is non-zero). We find that most of the scatter in relative 
metallicity between cold dense gas and ionized gas/nebular regions can be attributed to either local starburst events or metal-poor 
inflows. We also note the presence of a major merger in one of our galaxies, m11e , with a substantial impact on the metallicity 

distribution in the spatially resolved map, showing two strong metallicity peaks and triggering a starburst in the main galaxy. 

Key words: ISM: abundances – ISM: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: ISM. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

warf galaxies are one of the most important components of galactic 
volution. They are the lowest mass galaxies, but are the most
bundant type, and form the bottom of the hierarchy of galactic 
 volution. At lo w masses, the ef fects of indi vidual starburst e vents are
articularly pronounced since they can perturb the entire existing gas 
eservoir in the galaxy. As a result, dwarf galaxies are ideal testbeds
or analysing various forms of enrichment and implementations of 
eedback (Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009 ; Simon 2019 ). 

Gas-phase metallicity enrichment is essential to our understanding 
f galactic formation and evolution. The metal enrichment that 
ollo ws supernov ae (SNe) surrenders information about the star 
ormation history (Tolstoy et al. 2009 ; Sacchi et al. 2016 ) and the
ssembly history of galaxies (Sawala et al. 2010 ; Pawlik, Milosavl-
evi ́c & Bromm 2013 ; Hirschmann, De Lucia & Fontanot 2016 ).

hen metals are distributed throughout the interstellar medium 

ISM) by SNe, these metals constrain recent and integrated star 
ormation and trace feedback from massive stars. These stellar 
yproducts also influence galactic evolution. In particular, the gas- 
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hase oxygen abundance in ionized gas is significant, as oxygen 
s the most abundant metal element, and a primary coolant of the
SM (Draine 2011 ). It produces strong optical emission lines when
onized and is used as a tracer of metallicity in the ISM (e.g. S ́anchez
t al. 2019 ). 

One of the most well-known relationships for galaxy evolution 
nd oxygen abundance is the mass–metallicity relation (MZR). This 
elation is the strong correlation between stellar mass and both the
as-phase metallicity and stellar metallicity (Gallazzi et al. 2005 ; 
 e wley & Ellison 2008 ; Lee, Bell & Somerville 2008 ; Kirby et al.
013 ; Jimmy et al. 2015 ; Ma et al. 2016 ; Hidalgo 2017 ; Maiolino &
annucci 2019 ); more massive galaxies tend to have higher metal

nrichment than their low-mass counterparts (i.e. dwarf galaxies). 
irby et al. ( 2013 ) rationalizes the MZR by arguing that the deeper
otential wells of more massive galaxies more easily retain metals, 
s they produce them through in situ star formation. Dwarf galaxies,
uch as the ones in this study, often have shallower potential wells
hat make feedback more ef fecti ve at removing metals from the
SM, allowing for the gas-phase metal reservoirs to be depleted 
n samples of dwarf galaxies as compared to their more massive
ounterparts. In addition, lower mass galaxies are typically more 
as-rich, resulting in diluted metals in the case that they are retained.
o we ver, we note that mechanisms in dwarf galaxies are diverse, as
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Figure 1. Top panel : Stellar masses in each snapshot, o v er the entire analysis 
period ( t lookback = 1.4 Gyr to t lookback = 0 Gyr), for all five FIRE-2 dwarf 
galaxies. Stellar masses exhibit a slight steady growth over time. m11e (black) 
is an exception, with disturbances due to a merger. SMC/LMC masses from 

Bekki & Stanimirovi ́c ( 2009 ) and van der Marel et al. ( 2002 ) for reference are 
denoted by the horizontal dotted and dashed black lines, respectively. Bottom 

panel : Star formation rates averaged over the last 40 Myr for each snapshot. 
m11d is clearly bursty with variations o v er 2 de x. m11e has a merger-triggered 
starburst around t lookback = 0 Gyr. m11i is somewhat bursty with variations 
o v er 0.5 dex. m11h and m11q are fairly smooth with recent star formation 
history. Thickly dashed vertical line denotes t lookback = 0.36 Gyr, which 
corresponds to the particular snapshot shown in Figs 2 and 3 . The recent 
averaged SMC star formation rate from observations (primarily in the UV) is 
denoted by the black dotted line (Rezaei Kh. et al. 2014 ; Rubele et al. 2015 ; 
Hagen et al. 2017 ). A similar recent averaged SFR for the LMC is represented 
by the black dashed line (Harris & Zaritsky 2009 ; Rezaei Kh. et al. 2014 ). 
All five simulations appear to be in good agreement with observations. 
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here are some unusual cases where dwarf galaxies do not produce
inds that aid in expelling their metals, detailed by Romano et al.

 2019 ). 
Dilution is only one of the possible drivers of the MZR (Maiolino

t al. 2008 ). One potential way to derive the MZR relies on ‘galaxy
ownsizing’, an argument that more massive systems have shorter gas
epletion times, resulting in a metallicity relation with stellar mass
t an y giv en redshift (Finlator & Dav ́e 2008 ; Maiolino et al. 2008 ;
 ́erez-Gonz ́alez et al. 2008 ; Calura et al. 2009 ; Maier et al. 2015 ;
aiolino & Mannucci 2019 ; Spitoni et al. 2020 ). Hirschmann et al.

 2016 ) also propose a connection between the MZR and differential
utflows, caused by bursty star formation at high redshifts when
tar formation is at its peak. In addition, similar to the process
aused by galactic outflows, Dalcanton ( 2007 ) suggests a similar
elationship with galactic inflows that cause a differential dilution.
t is also possible that the MZR can be affected by a variable
ntegrated stellar initial mass function (IMF) as depicted by K ̈oppen,

eidner & Kroupa ( 2007 ), although they utilize a closed-box
odel. 
Similarly, star formation efficiency also has a role to play in the
ZR, as galaxies that have increased star formation rates (SFRs) will

each a higher stellar mass and metallicity enrichment. The stellar
ass–halo mass relation presented in Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy

 2013 ) and Moster, Naab & White ( 2013 ) suggests that lower SFR
fficiency in dwarf galaxies results in less metal enrichment. Hopkins
t al. ( 2013 ) also find that the presence of mergers can lower star
ormation after producing starbursts. For the masses rele v ant to this
tudy ( M � ≈ 10 8 . 75 –10 9 . 75 M �; see Fig. 1 ), the MZR can typically
e characterized by a power law. Lee et al. ( 2006 ) support this,
onfirming that a tight correlation exists among local galaxies with
tellar masses from 10 6 to 10 11 M �. 

In addition to the MZR, gas-phase metallicity gradients in dwarf
alaxies can contribute insight into galaxy assemblies and provide
nformation as to how ordered the systems are. This is because
etals are not uniformly distributed throughout a galaxy (Shaver

t al. 1983 ). Instead, feedback has a predominant role to play in
he distribution of metals throughout a galaxy (Pilkington et al.
012 ; Hemler et al. 2021 ). For example, Gibson et al. ( 2013 )
se cosmological hydrodynamical simulations to investigate how
eedback affects the distribution of metals in disc galaxies, finding
hat flat and ne gativ e gradients are common in galaxies with strong
eedback redistributing metals. In contrast, simulations with weaker
eedback tend to produce steeper gradients. Hemler et al. ( 2021 )
lso find that many TNG50 galaxies (10 10 M � ≤ M � ≤ 10 10 . 5 M �)
lso exhibit negative gradients around z ≈ 0, although they note
hat TNG50 gradients tend to be steeper at higher redshifts than
imilar galaxies in the FIRE (Feedback In Realistic Environments)
imulations. 

Sharda et al. ( 2021 ) found the metallicity gradient measured in
ex per kpc has either one of two properties at stellar mass of
 � ∼ 10 10 −10 . 5 M �: it will be independent of stellar mass up to this

oint, then flatten towards zero at higher stellar masses, exactly the
pposite as found in FIRE-2 (Mercado et al. 2021 ), or it will have
 mild curvature with flat gradients on either side (e.g. Belfiore
t al. 2017 ). Further investig ation into the ph ysical cause of the
ifference in gradients, similar to the MZR, can provide clues as to
ow feedback and turbulence can affect the population of galaxies
t a lower mass, and how dwarf galaxies lose their metals (Dekel &
ilk 1986 ; Dalcanton 2007 ; Burkhart et al. 2010 ; Ma et al. 2016 ).
n addition, the expectation that MW-mass disc galaxies exhibit
e gativ e radial metallicity gradients provides evidence of inside–
ut galaxy formation (Mo, Mao & White 1998 ; Pilkington et al.
NRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
012 ; Sharda et al. 2021 ). This is found in Magrini et al. ( 2016 )’s
bservations and Bellardini et al. ( 2021 )’s azimuthal analysis in the
IRE-2 MW and M31-mass galaxies. Ho we ver, as found in Mercado
t al. ( 2021 ), dwarf galaxies behave differently due to their usually
ell-mixed ISM. Dwarf galaxies have the tendency to exhibit no

adial gradients, but this varies across galaxies of similar masses
Belfiore et al. 2017 ; Ma et al. 2017 ; Escala et al. 2018 ; Mercado
t al. 2021 ). 

Cosmological zoom-in simulations are an excellent choice to
tudy the metallicity distributions in dwarf galaxies. Several studies
n this field have used one-zone models (Lanfranchi & Matteucci
003 , 2007 , 2010 ; Yin, Matteucci & Vladilo 2011 ), but rely on
implistic models of feedback. While these models can be ef fecti ve,
hey lack the cosmological context surrounding specific galaxies
e.g. the highly variable rates of mergers or inflows) and the non-
inear interactions between stellar feedback within galaxies and their
urroundings (Ma et al. 2016 ; Escala et al. 2018 ). This makes
redicting metallicity gradients difficult in such models (they are
ecessarily ‘sub-grid’ with a single zone), and they fail to address
emporal scatter in the MZR and gradients. Semi-analytical galaxy
ormation models (SAMs) are also used to study chemical evolution
n cosmological contexts, as demonstrated with local dwarfs in
alura & Menci ( 2009 ) and Yates et al. ( 2013 ). These models allow

or the implementation of a realistic background for star formation
istories and mass assembly. Ho we ver, as noted by Romano &
tarkenburg ( 2013 ), they often lack diverse forms of feedback that
ffect the evolution of certain metals. The increased dynamic range
ound in cosmological zoom-in simulations is required to reproduce

art/stac1958_f1.eps
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Table 1. Summary of z ≈ 0 properties of the FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies used in 
this work. 

Name log ( M � 
M � ) log ( 

M gas 
M � ) 

R �, 1 / 2 
kpc 

R gas , 1 / 2 
kpc 

v c 
km s −1 

a 

m11d b 9.6 9.5 7.0 11.4 85.6 
m11e 9.2 9.3 3.9 6.6 82.7 
m11h 9.6 9.6 4.1 6.3 97.7 
m11i 9.0 9.2 3.8 3.4 53.1 
m11q 8.8 9.2 2.6 4.2 68.8 

Notes. all quantities measured within a 30 kpc cubic aperture. 
a Circular velocities e v aluated at R gas, 1/2 . 
b m11d is significantly disrupted at z ≈ 0 from a recent starburst (see e.g. 
Fig. 2 ), as such its radius (and v c at that radius) is poorly defined. 
All galaxies here are introduced by El-Badry et al. ( 2018 ), with the exception 
of m11q , which is introduced by Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ). 
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bserved stellar masses, SFRs, and metallicities in dwarf galaxies 
Romano & Starkenburg 2013 ; Ma et al. 2016 ; Hemler et al. 2021 ). 

This paper combines the powerful attributes of dwarf galaxies, 
he FIRE-2 simulations, and metal enrichment to form an analysis 
f gas–phase metallicity relations in this galaxy mass range. By 
ombining all of these tools, we are ef fecti v ely able to resolv e the
nternal structures of galaxies while maintaining realistic cosmolog- 
cal context, using FIRE’s ability to resolve a multiphase ISM, and 
nclude detailed star formation, stellar feedback, and other forms of 
hysics that result in successfully reproducing observations. In this 
aper, we analyse five dwarf galaxies from the FIRE-2 simulations 
ear z ≈ 0, allowing for a specific focus on the MZR in the local
niverse, a redshift range with ample comparable observations. 
This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 , we re vie w

nd introduce our analysis methods of the FIRE-2 simulations. In 
ection 3 , we discuss our results, including finds related to the MZR,
etallicity profiles, and galaxy mergers. This paper is then concluded 

y a discussion of our findings compared to existing literature and 
bservations in Section 4 , and summarizing our results in Section 5 .

 SIMULATION S  A N D  M E T H O D S  

n our analysis, we make use of five dwarf galaxies from the FIRE-
 cosmological zoom-in simulation suite (Hopkins et al. 2018 ). As
escribed in Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ), FIRE-2 utilizes a standard, flat
 cosmological model where h ∼ 0.70, �M 

= 1 − �� 

∼ 0 . 27, and
b = 0.045. These galaxies have halo masses ∼ 10 11 M �, and stellar
asses spanning from ∼2 × the SMC mass (10 8.5 M � ; Bekki & Stan-

mirovi ́c 2009 ) to slightly more massive than the LMC (10 9.4 M � ; van
er Marel et al. 2002 ; see Table 1 for a summary of the z ≈ 0 galaxy
asses, sizes, and rotational velocities). We use approximately 60 

napshots from each simulation, spaced ∼25 Myrs in time (for a 
oughly 1.4 Gyr total period analysed) near z ≈ 0 (specifically, 
 < z < 0 . 11). This redshift range correlates with the local Universe,
roviding an opportunity to compare with observations on similar 
ocal Group dwarf galaxies, such as those found in Tremonti et al.
 2004 ), Belfiore et al. ( 2017 ), and S ́anchez et al. ( 2019 ), which
se redshifts of z ∼ 0 . 1, 0 . 01 < z < 0 . 15, and 0 . 005 < z < 0 . 1,
espectiv ely. F or a more complete formation history of these five
warf galaxies, we direct the reader to El-Badry et al. ( 2018 ) and
opkins et al. ( 2018 ). 
We generate mock observational maps from these snapshots with 

he same method as Orr et al. ( 2020 ): we project the dwarf galaxies
ace-on using the net angular momentum vector of the star particles 
ithin a 3D stellar half-mass radius, and binning star particles and 
as elements into square pixels with side-lengths (i.e. ‘pixel sizes’) 
50 pc, a size which accurately resolves the internal gas structures
f the simulated galaxies (Orr et al. 2020 ), and corresponds with the
ngular resolution of a number of observational surv e ys (Belfiore
t al. 2017 ). The maps are 30 kpc on a side and integrate gas
nd stars within ±15 kpc of the identified galactic mid-plane. This
ube includes all of the galaxy body and much of the surrounding
arm gas halo for all five of the dwarf galaxies that we map. One

imulation ho we ver, m11e , undergoes a major ( ∼2:1 M � ) merger in
he analysis period; to capture the interaction of the tw o w arm gas
aloes surrounding the main galaxy and its companion, we expand 
he size of the mapping cube to 60 kpc on a side (and ±30 kpc along
he line of sight). 

A detailed presentation of the star formation prescription, feedback 
hysics, and enrichment processes used in these simulations can be 
ound in Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ); ho we ver, we briefly reiterate some
f the rele v ant implementations here. All these runs have minimum
aryonic particle/element masses of m b, min = 7100 M �, adaptive 
orce softening (with minimum softening lengths < 1 pc), and a 10 K
as temperature floor. As the softening lengths are adaptive, we point
ut that the median softening length for the gas elements in these
warf galaxies is h ≈ 90 pc for n > 1 cm 

−3 (and h ≈ 50 pc for n >
0 cm 

−3 ). The spatially resolved maps that we produce in our analysis
av e a pix el size of 250 pc, which more than adequately resolves the
old and dense turbulent gas structures (these have softening lengths 

50 pc). The warm diffuse ionized gas in the galactic outskirts
s marginally resolved at this pixel size, but our analysis focuses
rimarily on the better (spatially) resolved gas within the primary 
ody of these dwarf galaxies, and this does not qualitatively affect
ur interpretations of the surrounding warm gas haloes. 
In these simulations, star formation proceeds in dense ( n > 10 3 

m 

−3 ), molecular (following the scalings of Krumholz & Gnedin 
011 ), self-gravitating (viral parameter αvir < 1) and Jeans-unstable 
below the resolution scale; see section 2.4 of Hopkins et al. 2018 )
as, at a rate of ρ̇� = ρgas /t ff (where t ff is the free-fall time of the gas
lement). The resulting star particles are single stellar populations, 
ith a single age, metallicity, and mass. Feedback physics in 

he forms of supernovae, stellar mass-loss (OB/AGB-star winds), 
hotoionization and photoelectric heating, and radiation pressure are 
 xplicitly included. F or more details on feedback implementation, 
ee section 2.5 of Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ). These simulations do not
nclude black holes (and as such, do not have any AGN feedback). 

As we focus heavily on the metal reservoirs of these dwarf
alaxies, we summarize here the abundance/enrichment implemen- 
ation of FIRE-2 (again, see Hopkins et al. 2018 for more detail):
ucleosynthetic yields from core-collapse SNe taken from Nomoto 
t al. ( 2006 ), Type-Ia SNe yields from Iwamoto et al. ( 1999 ), and
tellar wind yields (from O, B, and AGB stars) from Wiersma et al.
 2009 ). These simulations also include a sub-grid metal diffusion
odel, accounting for turbulent mixing in unresolved eddies (Su et al.

017 ; Escala et al. 2018 ). The diffusion term smooths the abundance
istribution following the prescription of Shen, Wadsley & Stinson 
 2010 ), resulting in a more realistic distribution of gas phase (and
onsequently stellar) metallicities (Escala et al. 2018 ). Escala et al.
 2018 ) further elaborates and concludes that star-forming gas in
IRE-2 dwarf galaxies is typically well-mixed at any fixed time, and

he enrichment o v er time leads to a stellar metallicity distribution
hat matches observations, which is only achieved when simulations 

odel metal mixing. 
We produce proxies for observational metallicity tracers by map- 

ing the ionized gas near the H αT ≈ 10 4 K ridge-line (specifically,
e identify this gas in a band of | log T − 4.05 | < 1/6 to reasonably

apture the whole H αT ≈ 10 4 K ridge-line), as well as cold and dense
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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as ( T < 500 K and n H > 1 cm 

−3 ). We also generate an analogue of
bservational measures of recent SFRs by calculating the 10 Myr-
veraged SFR in the pixels. To do so, we find the mass of all age
 10 Myr star particles in the pixel, and correct for stellar evolutionary

ffects using STARBURST 99 (Leitherer et al. 1999 ). We choose this
ime interval because of its approximate correspondence with the
ime-scales traced by recombination lines like H α (Kennicutt &
vans 2012 ; Vel ́azquez et al. 2020 ), and to associate ionized gas
ear T ≈ 10 4 K with star-forming regions as a proxy for identifying
 II region nebulosity (FIRE-2 uses STARBURST 99 predictions for

he ionizing photon budget of star particles). We also calculate the
0 Myr -a veraged SFR in the pixels, for the purposes of associating
etallicity scatter with the approximate time-scale of the duration of

upernova feedback (and their enrichment). 
In comparing with observations, we identify the warm ionized gas

olumn (WIM) and select gas elements with | log T − 4.05 | < 1/6,
egardless of density, as this gas scales with observations of nebular
as; metallicity can typically be measured from metal lines that occur
n nebular regions such as [O II ], [O III ], and [N II ] (Asari et al. 2007 ;
ahid et al. 2012 ; Andrews & Martini 2013 ; Boselli et al. 2014 ;
elfiore et al. 2017 ; S ́anchez, Heckman & Blanc 2017 ; Toribio San
ipriano et al. 2017 ; Wang et al. 2019 ). In our analysis, we associate

his gas reservoir with diffuse warm ionized gas haloes surrounding
and to an extent throughout) these galaxies and ‘H II regions’ in star-
orming clouds (i.e. pixels where the 10 Myr -a veraged star formation
ate is non-zero). We compare our ‘H II region’ columns and metallic-
ties ( Z H II ) with nebular emission observations of, e.g. [O III ]. Lastly,
e also identify the ‘cold and dense’ gas ( Z CD throughout), having T
 500 K and n H > 1 cm 

−3 . We relate this gas in the simulations with
hat traced by cold dust or CO. We present the total, oxygen and iron
as-phase metallicities throughout our analysis, but focus mostly on
he total metallicity of the ‘H II regions,’ and cold and dense gas. 

 ANALYSIS  A N D  RESULTS  

ig. 1 shows the evolution of the stellar mass ( M � ) and 40 Myr-
veraged star formation rate ( Ṁ � 

40Myr ) of the five galaxies o v er
he epoch analysed. We rationalize our choice of the 40 Myr-
veraged SFR because this quantity traces time-scales where metals
re returned to the ISM through core-collapse SNe (Leitherer et al.
014 ), and aligns with observations in the UV (Lee et al. 2009 ).
ig. 1 also includes estimates of quantities for the SMC and LMC,

ncluding respective stellar masses 10 8.5 M � (Bekki & Stanimirovi ́c
009 ) and 10 9.4 M � (van der Marel et al. 2002 ), as well as recent star
ormation rates 0 . 3 M � yr −1 (Rezaei Kh. et al. 2014 ; Rubele et al.
015 ; Hagen et al. 2017 ) and 0 . 2 M � yr −1 (Harris & Zaritsky 2009 ;
ezaei Kh. et al. 2014 ), respectively. 
Fig. 2 displays the spatial metallicity distribution of the cold and

ense gas ( T < 500 K, n H > 1 cm 

−3 ) for a single snapshot around
 lookback ∼ 0.36 Gyr for all galaxies in this study with a pixel size of
50 pc. Coloured by their metallicity relative to solar, these maps
llow us to characterize the galaxies at a glance in terms of their
orphologies, apparent dynamical states, and sizes. 
Fig. 3 displays the spatial metallicity distributions of the warm

onized phase (near the H αT ≈ 10 4 K ridge-line) in two of the
imulations in this study, m11e and m11h , in addition to including the
efore-seen cold and dense gas. We see immediately that the galaxies,
s expected, are surrounded by a warm gas halo, and compact star-
orming H II regions are spread throughout the galaxy. Below we
urther discuss the gas-phase metal distributions revealed in these
wo figures. 
NRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
.1 Characterizing the individual simulations 

e find it important to briefly characterize each simulated galaxy
alphabetically), all originally introduced in El-Badry et al. ( 2018 ),
ith the exception of m11q from Hopkins et al. ( 2018 ), to appreciate

he peculiarities of the metal distributions. For information on the
tellar metallicity distributions, we direct the reader to Patel et al.
 2022 ). 

An LMC-mass galaxy, m11d has a main body of cold and dense
as maintaining a metallicity within ±0.1 dex of solar (fairly well-
ixed throughout). The galaxy also displays numerous small pockets

f metal-rich gas with metallicity 10 0 . 75 Z CD / Z �, nearly an order
f magnitude larger than the primary body, 10 −0 . 1 Z CD / Z �, as a
esult of repeated feedback events that majorly disturb the gas.
ig. 2 represents m11d in a pre-major starburst state ( t lookback =
.36 Gyr). We observe this large-scale feedback event occurring
t t lookback = 0.19 Gyr, completely disrupting the main body of
ense gas. Evident in Fig. 1 , m11d experiences a significant
rop in the star formation rate around the time of the starburst
 t lookback = 0.19 Gyr). 

m11e displays a prominent main disc around ∼0.5 solar metal-
icity, as well as a second, metal-poor (metallicity nearly an order
f magnitude below that of the main body) merging galaxy. The
maged snapshot occurs just as the cold and dense components of the
atellite and primary body make contact, triggering several smaller
eedback/starburst events in the main disc. Prior to merging, we note
hat each individual galaxy is reasonably well-mixed (within ∼0.1
ex) in the cold and dense component of the ISM. 
Having the largest and most defined disc of the five, m11h exhibits

n e xtremely well-mix ed body (with a metallicity scatter of ±0.1
ex) with few strong feedback events visible in the cold and dense
as. With a mass nearly identical to that of m11d , we see from
ig. 1 that m11h also has a similar 40 Myr -a veraged SFR value up
ntil t lookback = 0.2 Gyr, though it remains much more stable than
11d , largely due to the lack of disruptive feedback taking place. A

light metallicity gradient is visible (see Fig. 5 for a quantitative
resentation of the metallicity gradient, and Fig. A1 to see the
etallicity relative to galactic average). 
One of the smaller FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies in this analysis, m11i is

round three times the mass of the SMC and e xhibits sev eral ‘small’
eedback events. This is evident in the snapshot pictured in Fig. 2 as
he cold and dense gas body of the galaxy is minorly disrupted. These
tarbursts remain infrequent, and this galaxy is similarly well-mixed
ike the three previously described. 

The lowest-mass, and physically smallest, galaxy in this study is
11q at just below twice the SMC mass. While similar to m11i ,

t has a metallicity lower by ∼ 0.3 dex. We note that this galaxy’s
etallicity is nearly identical to that of the merging body in m11e ,

nd is also strikingly well-mixed. 

.1.1 Maps of H II Z versus CD Z 

hile we see most of the characteristics (such as discs) of our
alaxies in the cold and dense gas component, it is important to
nalyse other components of the ISM, as the cold molecular gas
s more difficult to detect (Kr ̌co et al. 2008 ; Boselli et al. 2014 ;
uerejeta et al. 2019 ); more observable phases (such as the ‘H II

egions’) may provide insight into how to interpret properties of the
old and dense gas phase. To provide a diverse example of these
arying components, Fig. 3 displays two galaxies, m11e and m11h ,
n the three ISM components that we study in this paper: from left
o right, we depict the H II gas (with diffuse component), nebular
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Figure 2. Spatial distributions of metallicity of cold and dense gas component ( T < 500 K) of FIRE-2 galaxies with a pixel size of 250 pc at a single snapshot, 
t lookback ≈ 0.36 Gyr, coloured by their metallicity relative to solar. Upper-left : galaxy m11d pre-starburst; LMC-mass galaxy that exhibits a majorly disrupted 
gas disc that is constantly expanding after multiple starbursts. Disc is well-mixed with regions of high enrichment. Top-centre : galaxy m11e ; main disc is 
well-mixed at log Z / Z � ≈−0.25 and exhibits an infalling satellite galaxy with a much lower metallicity (log Z / Z � ≈ −0.5.). The galaxies have not yet fully 
merged, with the satellite now near its first periapsis. Upper-right : galaxy m11h ; LMC-mass small spiral galaxy with a well-mixed disc and a slight metallicity 
gradient. Lower-left : galaxy m11i ; small galaxy near three times the SMC mass with a disrupted gas disc from a recent starburst that is still relatively well-mixed. 
Metallicity is comparable to the main disc of m11e . Bottom-centre : galaxy m11q ; another small galaxy just under twice the SMC mass undisturbed by starbursts 
or recent star formation. 
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egions (H II gas with cospatial 10 Myr -a veraged SFR), and cold and
ense gas (previously described in Fig. 2 ). 
In the case of m11e , we can clearly see the warm ionized gas

nflow from the merger being mixed into the main disc, including 
ow the main galaxy and the infalling companion are nearly ho- 
ogeneous in their independent distributions ( ±0.1 dex) in both 
igs 2 and 3 . It is also evident that the ionized gas extends across
 larger region than the cold and dense gas, and so the ionized gas
etween the two galaxies begins interacting far before the cold and 
ense gas counterpart. Here, we also note the inflow in both ISM
omponents appears to be of much lower metallicity than the main 
ody. 
Similar comments can be made about m11h despite its absence of

 merger. The ionized gas component e xtends be yond the cold and
ense gas, and exhibits a similar metallicity gradient. We can see 
vidence of metal-poor inflows on the outskirts of the ionized gas 
nd small areas of higher metallicity spread throughout. 

Upon examination of the nebular regions in both galaxies in Fig. 3 ,
e see that they are a clear tracer of the cold and dense gas, despite

he differences between the spatial distributions of the two. This 
nding is particularly significant, since the regions of ionized gas 
ith recent star formation ( < 10 Myr -a veraged) may be able to
rovide an accurate estimate of the metallicity of the cold and dense
 a
as component. We include versions of Figs 2 and 3 in Appendix A
here we have scaled the colourbar to the average metallciity in each
alaxy to show the internal variations more clearly. 

.2 Mass–metallicity Relation (MZR) 

fter exploring the spatial metallicity distributions of our selection, 
e investigate the correlation between gas-phase metallicity and 

tellar mass (MZR) in the range of masses, M � ∼ 10 8 . 75 − 10 9 . 75 M �,
n this study. Fig. 4 displays the gas-phase MZR in our selection of
alaxies, averaged over all of the pixels from each snapshot, in both
he cold and dense gas and the nebular regions ( T ≈ 10 4 K with
0 Myr -a veraged star formation) for the total metallicity in solar
nits, O in 12 + log(O/H) units, and Fe in 12 + log(Fe/H) units, the
atter of which is not typically observed in the gas-phase. The data
rom each simulation are plotted against observations from S ́anchez 
t al. ( 2019 ) and Tremonti et al. ( 2004 ) in 12 + log(O/H), which
e scale to the appropriate units for the top panel. We also include
alues for the SMC and LMC mean gas-phase metallicities from 

agel et al. ( 1978 ) and masses from Bekki & Stanimirovi ́c ( 2009 )
nd van der Marel et al. ( 2002 ). Observ ational v alues of the MZR
an vary in terms of the zero-point and slope depending on the
dopted calibration, whereas the theoretical MZR here can depend 
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Metallicity distributions in various ISM components at 250 pc pixel size for two of the galaxies in this paper ( m11e and m11h ) from a single snapshot 
at t lookback ≈ 0.36 Gyr, coloured as Fig. 2 . Left column : Hydrogen gas with T ≈ 10 4 K (including diffuse ionized component). Top-left panel exhibits m11e ’s 
main body at a slightly higher metallicity envelope and the infalling companion. As the companion merges, the ionized gas halo is mixing into the main body. 
Bottom-left showcases the well-mixed hydrogen of m11h with a weak apparent gradient and some metal-poor gas mixing in the outskirts ( R ≥10 kpc). Middle 
column: H II nebular regions ( T ≈ 10 4 K with 10 Myr -a veraged star formation). Centre-top panel shows a small distribution of gas in m11e with nebular regions 
tracing part of the infalling companion, and the centre of the main body. Centre-bottom sho ws ho w nebular emission tracks star-forming regions, closely tracing 
the dense gas peaks in m11h ’s spiral arm structure. Right column : Cold and dense gas ( T < 500 K) metallicity as shown in Fig. 2 , shown for comparison with 
diffuse H II gas and nebular regions. 
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n quantities such as the adopted nucleosynthesis prescriptions,
iscussed in Section 2 (Tremonti et al. 2004 ; Finlator & Dav ́e 2008 ;
 e wley & Ellison 2008 ; Maiolino et al. 2008 ; Calura et al. 2009 ;
aier et al. 2015 ; Ma et al. 2016 , 2017 ; Maiolino & Mannucci

019 ; S ́anchez et al. 2019 ; Spitoni et al. 2020 ). Therefore, it can be
xpected that there will be some offset when comparing the simulated
nd observed MZR. 

Most of the FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies that we analyse in this paper
ppear to match the observed MZR, with galaxies m11d , m11h ,
nd m11i most closely following the observational distributions.
11h appears to fall just abo v e the upper limit of observations

rom S ́anchez et al. ( 2019 ). While m11e and m11q still fall within
he range of observations, both exhibit a decreasing relationship of

etallicity with stellar mass in Fig. 4 resulting in contrast to m11d ,
11h , and m11i . 
We can also combine measurements of stellar mass (van der
arel et al. 2002 ; Bekki & Stanimirovi ́c 2009 ) and metallicity to

se Fig. 4 to compare the simulations and MCs. Metallicity values
or the SMC and LMC are taken to be 0.2 Z/ Z � and 0.5 Z/ Z �,
especti vely, v alues from Russell & Dopita ( 1992 ) and more recently
onfirmed by Roman-Duval et al. ( 2019 ). For 12 + log(O/H), we
se values of 7.98 and 8.39, respectively (Pagel et al. 1978 ). While
ifferent measurements of the abundance of oxygen exist, we utilize
NRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
he values for each MC from Pagel et al. ( 1978 ) for consistency. We
re confident that these values are accurate as they remain extremely
imilar to other derived values for both the SMC (8.03–8.41, Toribio
an Cipriano et al. 2017 ) and LMC (8.35–8.55, Toribio San Cipriano
t al. 2017 ). 

Most of the galaxies in our sample ( m11d , m11h , and m11i ) are in
ood agreement with results found in other literature using FIRE to
 v aluate the MZR, including Ma et al. ( 2016 ) and Escala et al. ( 2018 ),
he former of which also compares the MZR in FIRE-1 galaxies with
bservational data from Tremonti et al. ( 2004 ) at z ≈ 0. 
There appears to be little difference between the two plotted ISM

hases. One difference is that the warm ionized gas with recent star
ormation appears to have higher scatter in the 5–95 per cent range of
he distribution (thin errorbars in Fig. 4 ), while the cold and dense gas
isplays less variation. Average metallicity appears to be identical
etween the ISM phases with the exception of m11q and the final few
napshots of m11d , which exhibit a lower metallicity in the nebular
egions than the cold and dense gas. 

We note that m11e ’s metallicity experiences a sharp drop in the
hort time-span of two snapshots, beginning at about t lookback =
.60 Gyr and lasting approximately 50 Myr. This is a rapid time-
rame for a drop in metallicity of half a magnitude, and can be
ttributed to the major-merger at that time, as they are known to
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Figure 4. Gas-phase mass–metallicity relation (MZR) plots of five FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies o v er the analysis period ( t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11), 
in cold and dense gas ( T < 500 K) and H II gas ( T ≈ 10 4 K with recent SFR), in total metallicity (top row), O (centre row), and Fe (bottom row). Each point 
represents different snapshots, denoting the average metallicity and stellar mass of all the designated ISM component gas in each, with colours as Fig. 1 . Thick 
bars denote 25 –75 per cent range of distribution of 250-pc pixels within each snapshot and thin bars represent 5 –95 per cent range. Orange facing-left triangles 
represent SMC metallicities (Pagel et al. 1978 ; Russell & Dopita 1992 ) and mass (Bekki & Stanimirovi ́c 2009 ), and orange squares represent LMC metallicities 
(Pagel et al. 1978 ; Russell & Dopita 1992 ), and mass (van der Marel et al. 2002 ). Shaded red regions represent the range of observational data from S ́anchez 
et al. ( 2019 ). Dark red lines sho w observ ational data from Tremonti et al. ( 2004 ), with the solid line sho wing the median data points, the dashed lines sho wing 
±1 σ , and dotted lines as ±2 σ . There seems to be little difference between cold dense and nebular regions, with nebular regions exhibiting scatter to slightly 
higher abundances in the tails of the distributions. Simulations are generally in agreement with estimated range of metallicities from Tremonti et al. ( 2004 ) and 
S ́anchez et al. ( 2019 ). 
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ause such dramatic drops in gas-phase metallicity (K e wley, Geller &
arton 2006 ; Reichard et al. 2009 ; Ellison et al. 2013 ; Hopkins et al.
013 ; Cortijo-Ferrero et al. 2017 ). 
m11q , ho we ver, has no such apparent merger in our analyzed

ime-frame to explain such a significant drop in metallicity, and 
e see that this occurs throughout the entire span of the ∼1.4 Gyr

nalysed. Instead, this galaxy appears to be undergoing significant 
ccretion of metal-poor gas on to its outskirts, explaining the steep 
e gativ e evolution in metallicity (and its steep metallicity profile seen
n Fig. 5 ). 

We also note that each galaxy appears to have variations both 
ithin themselves at a certain time (a single point in Fig. 4 ) and
 v er time. F or e xample, galaxies such as m11d , m11h , and m11i
ppear to be primarily consistent with their evolution, with m11d 

xhibiting more dependence on the scatter caused by major starbursts 
t later times. We can see that m11e ’s metallicity slowly begins
ncreasing o v er time and with stellar mass in the system, following
hat we might expect from the MZR, but only before the merger
ppears at t lookback = 0.60 Gyr. Galaxy m11q clearly has a distribution
pposite that of the remaining galaxies; the average metallicity does 
ot increase o v er this time. Instead, due to accretion (discussed later
n Section 3.4 ), the metallicity decreases. 

.3 Metallicity profiles 

e plot radial metallicity profiles of the FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies in
he cold and dense gas in Fig. 5 . Typically, we would expect very
light ne gativ e relationships in the radial profile for dwarf galaxies,
f they exist at all. Ma et al. ( 2017 ) notes that galaxies with strong
erturbations usually have flatter gradients. Turbulence driven at least 
n part by feedback mixes the metals, leading to distributions with a

ore uniform metallicity. 
Furthermore, feedback shapes metallicity gradients because star 

ormation is clustred. As a result, this clustered feedback disrupts the
as in concentrated re gions. More massiv e galaxies with extended
iscs and smooth SFRs will have negative gradients as they become
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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Figure 5. Radial profiles of the cold and dense gas metallicity in all five galaxies, analysed here with 250 pc pixel size, where each distribution contains all 
pixels of the corresponding galaxy (across all snapshots, for t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11. Shaded regions represent 50 , 75, and 95 per cent of data. 
Colours are as Fig. 1 , with box and whiskers representing the same ranges as Fig. 4 in each radial bin. The least-squares regression, denoted by the dashed black 
line, is fit through the entire distribution with the exception of m11e , where an additional cyan line has been plotted through only the main galaxy body before 
the satellite appears in the simulation ( R ≥ 5 kpc and t lookback > 0.6 Gyr). Upper-left : m11d ; The galaxy is majorly disrupted due to starbursts, producing a 
positive metallicity gradient. Center-top : m11e ; An apparent steep metallicity gradient appears due to the merging companion. See cyan line for more accurate 
fit of main galaxy body (and further discussion in Section 3.5 ). Upper-right : m11h ; An LMC-mass spiral with inside-out gro wth; slight negati ve metallicity 
gradient consistent with inside-out disc growth models. Lower-left : m11i ; Flat to slight gradient owing to a very well-mixed nature. Centre-bottom : m11q ; A 

very steep gradient possibly due to metal-poor inflows that significantly affect the galaxy due to its small size and mass. 
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ess disrupted by individual star formation events, as supported by
ellardini et al. ( 2021 ). Dwarf galaxies, which are inherently more

usceptible to feedback due to their small nature, are dominated
y perturbations and exhibit extremely weak (if not flat) gradients
El-Badry et al. 2016 ; Mercado et al. 2021 ). 

Ho we ver, of the galaxies in this study, not all follow these
xpectations, and we therefore find it necessary to iterate through
he idiosyncrasies of the radial gradient of each galaxy. 

m11d is the only galaxy in our selected sample that appears to
xhibit a positive gradient, although it is slight. This galaxy also
xhibits the largest spread in metallicity, co v ering just more than an
rder of magnitude. This galaxy undergoes several significant large-
cale starburst/feedback episodes, the most of any galaxy studied
ere, so we consider this as a possible cause behind the positive
radient. 
m11e is a particularly interesting case in terms of the metallicity

rofile. The merging body is clearly visible as a second distribution,
nd the significant drop in metallicity creates a particularly steep
radient. Because we recognize that the major-merger is the cause of
his unique gradient, we chose to fit a line through the main body of

11e by limiting the radius to only the primary disc, and selecting
NRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
o fit the corresponding line to snapshots where the satellite galaxy
s not present in the cold and dense gas. As a result, we believe we
btain a far more realistic value for m11e ’s metallicity gradient in the
old and dense gas before the merger is present, represented by the
ashed cyan line, and we are therefore able to analyse the galaxy’s
radient both pre-merger and during the merger, matching findings
y Hopkins et al. ( 2013 ). We note here that our analysis time-frame
oncludes before the two bodies are able to ef fecti vely fully mix,
hich is why the gradient appears to be particularly steep. Once the
alaxies in m11e merge at a later time than this study co v ers, we
redict that the gas reservoirs will mix fully into one distribution,
esulting in a less steep metallicity gradient but an o v erall lower
verage Z . We explicitly note that the steepness of m11e ’s gradient
ere is because both gas reservoirs have just begun mixing. 
While it maintains a metallicity slightly higher than that of the pre-
erger m11e , the body of m11h has a nearly identical metallicity

radient as the main body of m11e . Here, we see a smaller distribution
han in the previous two galaxies, both in terms of size and spread.

hile this galaxy is smaller, this ne gativ e gradient matches what is
xpected for inside-out galaxy formation in disc galaxies of higher
asses, both in observations (Magrini et al. 2016 ; Sharda et al. 2021 )
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Figure 6. Cold and dense gas metallicity gradients as a function of stellar 
mass (MZGR) for all FIRE-2 dwarfs, averaged over the entire analysis period 
( t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11), with m11e being split into pre- 
merger (circle) and post-merger (star). Points denote the position of the 
galaxy’s average stellar mass and average slope of metallicity gradient in 
dex per kpc (displayed in Fig. 5 ). Thick vertical bars denote 25 –75 per cent 
of data within that interval and thin vertical bars represent 5 –95 per cent of 
data. Thick horizontal bars represent the change in stellar mass, with the 
leftmost point being the first snapshot and the rightmost point depicting the 
last snapshot. Colours are as Fig. 1 . Grey and burgundy points and errorbars 
are observational data in the MaNGA surv e y from Belfiore et al. ( 2017 ), where 
grey points are individual galaxies and red points are the median values of 
0.25 dex stellar mass bins. Galaxies have weak to ne gativ e gradients; the y 
exhibit a positive slope shortly after starbursts, as in the case of m11d . m11e 
clearly has a gradient similar to that of m11h and m11i until the merger. 
Simulations are consistent with observations. 
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nd simulations (Pilkington et al. 2012 ; Ma et al. 2017 ; Bellardini
t al. 2021 ). 

As seen in Fig. 2 , m11i is our smallest galaxy in the sample and
isplays the least scatter in its metallicity profile. A large majority of
he gas is concentrated within 5 kpc and the metallicity stays within
pproximately 0.25 dex. This is the flattest gradient of our sample, 
nd displays an extremely slight negative trend. 

m11q is similar to both m11h and m11i in terms of having little
pread in metallicity o v er most of the galaxy, but it has a strong
e gativ e gradient. This gradient in particular is similar to that found
n m11e post-merger, but there is no major-merger in this time- 
rame to explain such a stunningly steep gradient. In this case, we
ttribute this steep gradient to a high rate of metal-poor gas accretion
n the galactic outskirts. The cold and dense gas reservoir appears to
ncrease by just o v er 10 7 M � o v er 200 Myr (initially about 10 8 . 8 M �),
 significant mass increase o v er such a time-span, and corresponds to
he period where m11q ’s variations in metallicity are at their highest.

Similar gradients can be found in other literature on FIRE galaxies, 
uch as in Ma et al. ( 2017 ), despite the fact that they use high-redshift
nd higher mass galaxies. 

.3.1 Mass–metallicity gradient relation (MZGR) 

e compare the MZGR in these simulations to that of data from the
DSS MaNGA Surv e y in Belfiore et al. ( 2017 ), referenced in Fig. 6 .
o we ver, we note that these observations are complete for stellar
asses greater than 10 9 M � , and not all of our analysed galaxies

all within this range. We plot all galaxies studied on this figure,
plitting m11e into pre and post-merger in order to more accurately
ompare the galaxy’s ‘true’ gradient with and without the presence 
f the merging companion. For the galaxies that overlap with the
ass range in Belfiore et al. ( 2017 ), we see that the simulations are

onsistent with observations. While the scatter in individual galaxies 
f the observations appears to be far greater than our simulations, the
edian observ ational v alues (burgundy inverted triangles of Fig. 6 )

re still consistent with our results, and we note the small-number
tatistics of having only 5 galaxies in our sample. 

Most gradients are flat or extremely close to zero, with m11d
xhibiting a slightly positive scatter, despite having the same stellar 
ass as m11h . In addition, m11h exhibits the least amount of

ariation of its gradient. The three galaxies m11e (pre-merger), 
11i , and m11q all have a roughly identical gradient, despite
11q ’s smaller stellar mass. We also make note of the significant

rop in metallicity and increase in stellar mass for the separately
istinguished post-merger phase of m11e shown in Fig. 6 . 
We include a version of Figs 5 and 6 using nebular gas metallicity

n Appendix B . The results are qualitatively similar, reassuring for
ur comparison with observations. 

.4 Enrichment variation between ISM phases 

tudying the relative metallicity enrichment between various phases 
f the ISM, such as the cold and dense gas and ionized gas, allows us
o gain understanding as to whether the metals are moving spatially
r between phases. All galaxies studied here appear to have a tight
orrelation in relative enrichment between the cold and dense and 
ebular ISM phases, with scatter remaining of approximately ±0.1 
ex. 
Fig. 7 provides an overview of the metallicity enrichment between 

he cold and dense gas and ionized gas. Remarkably, there is no
ignificant bias in the average enrichment of phases in any of the
alaxies. This occurs for both the diffuse and nebular H II (filled and
nfilled contours in the figure), although we see slightly more scatter
n the diffuse gas, which is consistent with other FIRE simulations at
arger masses, such as MW-mass galaxies in Bellardini et al. ( 2021 ).
his finding is significant because we may hav e e xpected a bias in

he nebular regions relative to the cold and dense gas; nebular regions
ere are in the immediate vicinity of stars that are actively enriching
he gas, as they are defined to have non-zero 10 Myr -a veraged
tar formation. The cold and dense gas does not have a similar
equirement. We reiterate: the metallicity of nebular regions appears 
o closely trace the metallicity of the cold and dense gas component.

The two distributions in metallicity of m11e are particularly 
oticeable. This brings to attention that throughout m11e ’s merging 
rocess with its satellite galaxy, the two ISM phases of the merger
till primarily stay within ±0.1 dex of each other. 

Also evident is m11q ’s steep metallicity scatter to low Z in the
ebular ISM. Again, this is a rather interesting result since m11q is
ne of the smallest galaxies in the sample, and it appears to exhibit
s much (if not more) scatter as m11d , which has significantly more
eedback occurring on a much larger scale in relation to the size of
he galaxy. 

Fig. 8 contains data from every pixel of the simulations, showing
he relative enrichment between metallicity in the cold and dense 
as, and H II regions. While we already know from the contours
hat most of the data are concentrated within the ±0.1 dex lines,
e note that the extreme outliers take on a very specific shape:
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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M

Figure 7. Comparing the enrichment of the cold and dense gas and H II gas (nebular and nebular + diffuse regions) in the five galaxies at 250 pc pixel scale for 
all snapshots o v er the analysed period ( t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11). Filled contours denote 50 , 75, and 95 per cent of data inclusion in nebular regions; 
unfilled contours represent all of the H II gas (nebular + diffuse regions). Dashed line denotes equal abundances in the two phases, and dotted lines represent 
±0.1 dex enrichment. Colours are as Fig. 1 . In all cases, observable (nebular) regions and cold and dense gas are close to equal in metallicity (with about ±0.1 
dex scatter). Despite larger starbursts, m11d is mixed fairly well, though it appears to be skewed in the higher Z CD -direction. m11e has a well-mixed distribution, 
but two clear groupings are visible between the galaxy and a companion. m11h and m11i are both v ery well-mix ed with no significant departures and little 
difference between nebular and diffuse H II . m11q has a spray to low H II enrichment relative to the cold dense component, but is still relatively well-mixed. 
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his scatter is either completely horizontal, with no slope, or the
lope is completely vertical. Most of the points making up this
catter appear to have low surface density in the cold and dense gas
 < 3M �pc −2 ), but their presence and peculiar slopes merits further
nvestigation. 

In order to understand the outliers of Z CD = Z H II , ±0.1 dex,
e identified one region of outliers for each galaxy in Fig. 8 .
 or e xample, in m11d , we investigated higher Z CD enrichment
elative to Z H II (red-dashed rectangle.) In the other four galaxies,
e investigated lower Z H II enrichment relative to Z CD (black, blue,
reen, and magenta, respectively). We then made maps of pixels in
hese identified regions (smaller panels of Fig. 8 , similar to Figs 2 and
 ) to glean information on the physical processes occurring in these
reas of the galaxy. 

There is a clear connection in what seems to be causing the
irectional slopes of outliers. From the inset maps, we generally
onclude here that Z CD enriched more than 0.1 dex of Z CD = Z H II is
aused by metal-rich starbursts, and a more-enriched Z H II is caused
y metal-poor inflows into the galaxy. 
This information from the relative ISM gas-phase metallicities

ollows what we see in the behaviour of each galaxy from Section 3.1 :
NRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
alaxies that are dominated by feedback/starbursts, such as m11d
and m11i to a small extent), will experience a largely flat gradient.
he slope may be slightly ne gativ e if the galaxy is smaller, as in the
ase of m11i , or slightly positive if the galaxy is larger, as in the case
f m11d . On the other hand, reaching back to the peculiar case of
11q , it can easily be seen how the metallicity profile is influenced

y inflows/accretion. m11q is both the smallest galaxy in the sample
nd appears to have a large amount of extremely metal-poor gas
ccretion. This can directly explain the results of Fig. 5 , and why the
radient of m11q is far more influenced by this accretion. 

.5 Merging metallicity distributions 

11e is unique in that it has a clear major merger during the t
1.4 Gyr studied. We find it important to further analyse the effect of

he merger on the primary galaxy in terms of metallicity enrichment
atterns. 
Fig. 9 shows the merger in the cold and dense gas, from roughly

he time the companion appears in our analysis ( t lookback = 0.76 Gyr)
o the end of the analysed period ( t lookback = 0 Gyr). We see that the
nfalling galaxy appears to be roughly the same size as the main body,
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Figure 8. Main panels : Comparison of cold and dense gas abundances to H II gas abundances from all snapshots for each galaxy o v er the entire analysed 
period ( t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11). Points are representative of every 250 pc square pixel, including diffuse H II gas, and are colour-coded with the 
cold dense gas surface density (M �pc −2 ). Unfilled contours denote 50 , 75, and 95 per cent of data inclusion in nebular regions. Dashed and dotted lines are as 
Fig. 7 . Dashed rectangles, with colours as Fig. 1 , represent areas of scatter from the one-to-one line that we selected to further study. Smaller inset panels : In the 
lower right corner, the colour-coordinated image for each galaxy (ordered as larger panels) shows the spatial distribution of the boxed scatter in the larger five 
panels, highlighting their physical origin in the snapshot occurring at t lookback = 0.36 Gyr. The full Z CD distribution in grey, similar to those shown in Fig. 3 . 
m11d ’s imaged scatter in the red panel, where Z CD / Z � > 0, clearly demonstrates that scatter in the higher Z CD -direction is resultant of metal-rich starbursts. 
The analysed scatter for m11e , m11h , m11i , and m11q all show metal-poor H II gas falling into the galaxies, and in cases like m11q , these inflows contribute 
to a particularly steep metallicity gradient. 

Figure 9. Spatial distributions of cold and dense gas ( T < 500) K of m11e with a pixel size of 250 pc in three snapshots ( t lookback ≈ 0.76, 0.36, and 0 Gyr, 
respectively), colored as Fig. 2 . Left : One of the first appearances of the merging companion galaxy in our analysis. On first infall, the cold components have not 
yet mixed. Centre : Companion galaxy is close to pericentre, and the cold components have begun to mix. Right : Merging galaxy causes a significant starburst 
in the main disc of m11e , producing a shape similar to the Mice and Antennae galaxies. 
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Figure 10. Metallicity distribution in nebular regions ( T ≈ 10 4 K and 
�̇ 

10Myr 
� > 0) (top panel) and metallicity distribution in cold dense gas ( T < 

500 K) as a function of time (center panel) for galaxy m11e , from t lookback = 

0.74 − 0 Gyr. Bottom panel displays separation distance between the main 
disc of m11e and the merging companion. Cyan lines denote the time of 
snapshots seen in Fig. 9 . The white dashed line represents a least-squares 
regression of the satellite galaxy’s metallicity distribution in the cold and 
dense gas, where an o v erall slope of approximately 0.1 dex Gyr −1 is observed 
(consistent with internal star formation). Both gas phases show a bimodal 
distribution resulting from the merger, beginning close to its first appearance 
in the cold dense gas at t ∼ 0.67 Gyr. 
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ut with a metallicity that is nearly half a dex lower. Both galaxies
ppear to have their metallicity nearly uniformly distributed in the
old and dense gas. 

As we see time pass and the satellite spirals into into the main
ody, the cold and dense components appear to first make contact and
omplete the first periapsis around t lookback ∼ 0.36 Gyr, the second
anel of Fig. 9 . The cold and dense phases of the two galaxies
ontinue to swirl and interact, setting off minor starbursts, before
nally setting off a major starburst that disrupts the entirety of m11e ’s
ain body in the last snapshot ( t lookback = 0 Gyr), producing an

nteresting shape reminiscent of the Mice interacting galaxies (NGC
676; Read 2003 ; Barnes 2004 ), or the Antennae galaxies (NGC
038/NGC 4039; Karl et al. 2010 ; Lahen et al. 2018 ; Bemis &
ilson 2019 ; Tsuge et al. 2021 ). Over this same analysis period, we

an see the satellite very slightly increase in its overall metallicity. 
While previous literature such as Torrey et al. ( 2012 ) indicates

hat major mergers in disc galaxies typically flatten the metallicity
radient through metal-poor inflows, we would like to note that the
erging of m11e , as a dwarf galaxy, requires a unique perspective.
epresentative through Figs 5 , 6 , and 9 , the apparent gradient of
11e steepens. Therefore, the analysis of major mergers between

arger disc galaxies and dwarf galaxies, like m11e , may need to take
nto account the mixing time-scales and the stage of the merger. In
his case, the main galaxy of m11e and its merging companion have
ot been interacting long enough to fully mix their gas reservoirs.
herefore, since literature strongly supports that merging companion
alaxies lower the o v erall system metallicity, m11e ’s metallicity will
 v erall decrease once both galaxies are fully mixed, but likely not to
he extent that we see in Fig. 5 (K e wley et al. 2006 ; Ellison et al. 2008 ;

ichel-Dansac et al. 2008 ; Reichard et al. 2009 ; Ellison et al. 2013 ;
opkins et al. 2013 ; Torres-Flores et al. 2015 ; Ben ́ıtez-Llambay et al.
016 ; Cortijo-Ferrero et al. 2017 ; Maiolino & Mannucci 2019 ). 
We are equally interested in the metallicity as a function of time,

herefore further analysing the distributions of metallicity in both
alaxies through both the nebular regions (H II with recent star
ormation) and the cold and dense gas in Fig. 10 . In addition to
eeing the two distributions in each ISM component, the slope of
he satellite’s metallicity becomes apparent, particularly through a
egression line fit through the cold and dense gas metallicity in the
iddle panel of Fig. 10 . The merging companion galaxy appears

o have an upward trend in metallicity, and the fitted line’s slope is
bout 0.1 dex Gyr −1 in the cold and dense gas. We find that this slope
s consistent with self-enrichment from internal star formation in the
atellite’s main body at a rate of Ṁ � ∼ 0 . 1 M �yr −1 . 

 DISCUSSION  

.1 Comparison to previous FIRE results 

ur results are consistent with previous work in the FIRE simu-
ations. Ma et al. ( 2016 , 2017 ), which use the FIRE-1 suite of
imulations, also find an agreement between the simulated and
bserved MZR in a wide redshift range. Literature on MW-mass
isc galaxies and their gradients can be applied to m11h , such as Ma
t al. ( 2017 ) and Bellardini et al. ( 2021 )’s findings that rotationally
upported discy galaxies are more likely to have a ne gativ e metallcity
radient, which we see in Fig. 5 . While Ma et al. ( 2017 ) use a large
edshift range of z = 0–6, El-Badry et al. ( 2018 ) supplement these
ndings, explicitly stating that they found galaxy m11h to have
ignificant rotational support around z ∼ 0. Less perturbed galaxies
re also found to have flat gradients, as visible in m11i , where
ewer starbursting events occur, versus the differing gradients of
NRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
11d , m11e , and m11q , which are all highly perturbed by mergers,
tarbursts, or metal-poor diffuse gas inflow (Ma et al. 2017 ; Bellardini
t al. 2021 ). 

.2 Inflo ws, outflo ws, and feedback: an analysis of 
etal-mixing models in simulations 

.2.1 The role of feedback 

eedback has a large role to play when considering the results of
he MZR. Assuming a so-called closed-box model (i.e. no inflow
r outflow of gas into the galaxy), the metal enrichment would be
onsistent with the integral of the star-formation rate o v er cosmic
ime (star formation history). This would give a linear MZR and
etal profiles that reflect higher metal content with galaxies/regions

f higher star formation rate (Ellison et al. 2008 ). Further analysis
nto the extent of the deviation caused by closed-box models uses the
istribution of G-dwarfs (typically known as the ‘G-dwarf problem’)
n star-forming galaxies (Greener et al. 2021 ; Spitoni et al. 2021 ). 

Ho we ver, dwarf galaxies systems are far from closed-box. They are
ore susceptible to feedback events and therefore prone to outflows,

nd are more disrupted by mergers and starbursts. 
Our findings reflect this; in regards to the MZR, while we find a

eneral linear increase in metallicity with stellar mass, we also find a
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arge amount of scatter can exist among galaxies of similar masses,
nd that this scatter is consistent with observations (S ́anchez et al.
019 ). Merging systems produce the most scatter in both stellar mass
nd in metallicity. We also find that the FIRE-2 dwarfs are consistent
ith observations of the median metallicity gradients observed by 

he MaNGA surv e y (Belfiore et al. 2017 ) and that most gradients are
at or slightly ne gativ e, although individual observ ed galaxies seem

o exhibit more scatter. 
We show that mergers and metal-poor gas inflows produce steeper 

radients (e.g. Fig. 5 ). Our results are again consistent with previous
iterature in stating that therefore outflo ws, inflo ws (Dalcanton 2007 ;
alura et al. 2009 ; Kirby et al. 2013 ; Jimmy et al. 2015 ; Hidalgo
017 ; Escala et al. 2018 ; Maiolino & Mannucci 2019 ; Romano et al.
019 ), as well as mergers (K e wley et al. 2006 ; Ellison et al. 2008 ;
ichel-Dansac et al. 2008 ; Reichard et al. 2009 ; Ellison et al. 2013 ;
opkins et al. 2013 ; Torres-Flores et al. 2015 ; Ben ́ıtez-Llambay et al.
016 ; Cortijo-Ferrero et al. 2017 ; Maiolino & Mannucci 2019 ), play
n important role in the o v erall metal-content and metal profile of
alaxies and in particular are especially important for interpreting 
etallicity observations of dwarf galaxies. 
Finlator & Dav ́e ( 2008 ) specifically note the importance of galactic 

inds, stating that without them, the simulated galaxy metallicities 
ften exceeded those of observations by nearly two to three times. 
hile this result is common in other literature (Calura et al. 

009 ; Escala et al. 2018 ; Maiolino & Mannucci 2019 ), Dalcanton
 2007 ) also rationalizes gas accretion (inflows) as being significant 
o reducing galaxy metallicity. The role of metal-poor inflows is 
articularly evident in this study through galaxy m11q . 

.2.2 Metal-mixing models 

his work further explores the relation between different ISM 

hases (cold, atomic/molecular, and dense versus warm, ionized, 
nd diffuse) and their metal content. Observationally, it is difficult 
o probe the cold molecular and atomic gas-phase metallicity as the 

ost common tracers are in the ionized phase (e.g. ionized oxygen) 
Kr ̌co et al. 2008 ; Boselli et al. 2014 ; Querejeta et al. 2019 ), though
t may be possible to do so using IR observations as in Boselli et al.
 2014 ). Studying the relative abundance of metals in cold gas has
mportant implications for mixing time-scales and the metal content 
f young stars, since star formation occurs in cold molecular gas and
ot in warm ionized gas. Overall, we find that all galaxies studied here
ppear to have a tight correlation in relative enrichment between the 
old and dense and nebular ISM phases. Turbulent mixing provides 
 natural mechanism to quickly diffuse metals from one phase to 
nother. The turbulent cascades measured in different ISM phases via 
ower spectral analysis and other statistics are quite similar (Herron 
t al. 2016 ; Pingel et al. 2018 ; Burkhart 2021 ), suggesting that these
hases are all in the same turbulent cascade and well-mixed (spatially 
nd in dynamical phase-space). This tight correlation breaks down 
n the outskirts of dwarf galaxies, where almost all of the gas content
s ionized and the regions are subjected to metal-poor inflows. 

It is commonly known that cosmological simulations require sub- 
rid models of turbulence and metal diffusion (Escala et al. 2018 ;
opkins et al. 2018 ; Rennehan et al. 2019 ). A specific comparison of

imulations without sub-grid diffusion can be found in Escala et al. 
 2018 ), and further explored by Rennehan ( 2021 ), which ultimately
ound that metallicity distribution functions (MDFs) with sub-grid 
iffusion exhibit less scatter. The inclusion of such metal modelling 
s important to accurately reflect observations in cosmological zoom- 
n simulations. Ho we ver, further study by Rennehan ( 2021 ) suggests
he sub-grid coefficient is ∼20 times too low in FIRE. However, 
ixing on GMC + scales quickly mixes the ISM so long as there is

ome mixing model, suggesting our results are robust for the most
art. 

.3 Metal dependence on SFR 

e find that turbulent mixing is important for dwarf galaxies’ 
etallicity profiles and a lack of observed correlation between metals 

nd SFR (see Appendix D ; S ́anchez et al. 2013 , 2015 ; S ́anchez et al.
017 ; Blanc et al. 2019 ; Maiolino & Mannucci 2019 ; Sharda et al.
021 ). Starbursting events (e.g. m11d ), mergers (e.g. m11e ), and
piral-lik e structure (e.g. LMC-lik e m11h ) all produce mild ne gativ e
r flat gradients, and show consistency with metal expectations from 

nside-out star formation (Krumholz et al. 2018 ). Ho we ver, gi ven
he short sound-crossing time for dwarf galaxies, mixing is highly 
fficient and quickly acts to flatten metal gradients (see Fig. C2 ).
egions of moderate to low SFR have no correlation with metal
ontent and more scatter exists between cold and nebular gas. 

This follows with some disagreement in other studies. Blanc et al.
 2019 ) find in their analysis of the MZR (in both dwarf and high-mass
alaxies) that the shape of the MZR is not influenced by a secondary
ependence on SFR. Other studies that do not find a dependence on
FR are S ́anchez et al. ( 2013 , 2015 , 2017 ). 
On the other hand, Sanders et al. ( 2021 ) find that in addition to

volving with redshift ( z = 3.3 – 0), the MZR therefore also evolves
s a function of SFR, as does Hidalgo ( 2017 ), which states that
he SFR can play a significant role in the observed shape of the

ZR o v er redshifts 0 < z < 3. Ho we ver, we note that these studies
o v er either a larger or higher redshift range (and sometimes both),
hereas this paper only examines simulated dwarf galaxies around 

he local Universe ( z = 0.11 − 0). The strongest correlations tends
o be observed only in regions of high SFR (Lara-L ́opez et al. 2010 ;
alim et al. 2014 ; Maier et al. 2015 ; Telford et al. 2016 ; S ́anchez
t al. 2019 ). 

.4 Comparison to the Magellanic Clouds 

hroughout our analysis of these five FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies, we 
ake repeated comparisons with the SMC and LMC. Our simulations 

ie within the approximate ranges of SMC-mass to twice that of the
MC (in terms of stellar mass), with the SMC mass taken from
ekki & Stanimirovi ́c ( 2009 ) and LMC from van der Marel et al.
 2002 ). Knowing this allows us to determine that the corresponding
tar formation rates in the simulations are not unrealistic. Derived 
rimarily from UV observations that correlate with our 40-Myr 
veraged SFR (see Lee et al. ( 2009 ) for a comparison of discrepancies
etween H α versus UV SFRs of dwarf galaxies), the SMC has the
igher SFR of the two magellanic clouds (MCs) at 0.3 M �yr −1 

Rezaei Kh. et al. 2014 ; Rubele et al. 2015 ; Hagen et al. 2017 ),
hereas the LMC is about 0.2 M �yr −1 (Harris & Zaritsky 2009 ;
ezaei Kh. et al. 2014 ). We see that while the LMC exhibits a lower
FR than the SMC, there is not a corresponding relation between
ur SMC-mass and LMC-mass simulations. Instead, the simulations 
ear LMC-mass ( m11d and m11h , respectively) also have the highest
onsistent rates of star formation of the five galaxies. This suggests
he importance of considering the SMC’s interaction with the Milky 

ay and LMC (Weinberg 2000 ). 
None of these FIRE-2 dwarfs are explicitly SMC-mass, with the 

losest being m11q at approximately 10 8.8 M � , but there does not
ppear to be any significant differences between our sample and the
Cs. 
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we presented an analysis of spatially resolved gas-phase
etallicity relations for five FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies with masses

omparable to the Magellanic Clouds. We investigated metallicity
istributions across several different ISM phases, the gas-phase
ass–metallicity relation, metallicity profiles and gradients, the

elative enrichment between the ISM phases, and examined a brief
ase study of a major-merger in one run ( m11e ). We can summarize
ur findings by the following key takeaways: 

(i) All five FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies match the observable gas phase
ZR. We see falling metallicities in time in m11e (explained by the
erging metal-poor satellite galaxy) and m11q (reasoned through

he accretion of metal-poor ionized gas). The three other galaxies,
11d , m11h , and m11i , all hav e a positiv e slope of evolution in the
ZR plane and are similar to each other in that regard. 
(ii) Metallicity in nebular regions (H II gas with non-zero 10 Myr

FR) closely traces and is predictive of metals in the cold and dense
as component, resulting in a typical scatter of ±0.1 dex. 

(iii) Any difference in relative enrichment outside of ±0.1 dex (up
o 0.7 dex in the cold and dense gas for m11d , and 0.5 dex in the H II

as for m11q , for example) can be attributed to large-scale dynamics
f the ISM, like metal-poor gas inflows or galaxy-scale starbursts, as
een in Fig. 8 . The local SFR is not driving higher enrichment in the
ebular gas versus the cold and dense gas component (see Fig. D1 ). 
(iv) All five simulated galaxies exhibit flat to slightly ne gativ e
etallicity gradients, and are consistent with observations from
remonti et al. ( 2004 ), Belfiore et al. ( 2017 ), and S ́anchez et al.
 2019 ). 

(v) The merging companion in m11e results in an increased stellar
ass, but a drop in average gas-phase metallicity as the metal-poor

atellite begins to incorporate itself into the main body. 

Overall, the FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies have diverse features and mor-
hologies, including LMC-mass galaxies that are extremely bursty
 m11d ), discy ( m11h ), undergoing a major-merger ( m11e ), SMC-
ass and static ( m11i ), or undergoing large amounts of accretion

 m11q ). Our results build upon previous literature explaining the
mportance of the MZR and metallicity profiles to understanding
as reservoirs and galaxy evolution, highlighting the importance
f considering cosmological context in metallicity relations at low
edshifts. 

While our results match observations, this study only consists of
ve galaxies representative of the local Universe ( z ∼ 0). With the
ecent launch and deployment of the James Webb Space Telescope ,
t will be possible to compare high-redshift galactic simulations to
bservations at an unprecedented level of resolution. Future study
nto the formation history of dwarf galaxies at high redshifts would
rovide a more quantitative understanding of whether simulations
an accurately reproduce metallicity scaling relations seen in obser-
ations during the peak of star formation in the dwarf galaxy regime.
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e present figures with metallicity colourbars scaled by the mean 
ass-weighted metallicity of each galaxy. While this is not a standard 

ractice, it aids in distinguishing the metallicity gradients and 
eviations within each galaxy in Figs 2 and 3 , seen here as Figs A1
nd A2 . 
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Figure A1. Spatial distributions of metallicity of cold and dense gas component ( T < 500 K) of FIRE-2 galaxies with a pixel size of 250 pc, coloured by their 
metallicity relative to the mean metallicity at t lookback ≈ 0.36 Gyr. 
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Figure A2. Spatial distributions of metallicity of diffuse H II gas (left column), nebular regions (middle column), and cold and dense gas component (right 
column) for two of the FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies, m11e (top row) and m11h (bottom row) coloured as Fig. A1 . 
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PPEN D IX  B:  META LLICITY  PROFILES  A N D  

Z G R  IN  H  I I 

ere, we present the metallicity profiles and gradients as a function 
f stellar mass (as in Figs 5 and 6 ) for the nebular regions in Figs B1
nd B2 . Though qualitatively similar, there is significantly more 
napshot-to-snapshot scatter in the o v erall gradients in the lower
ass galaxies (particularly m11e and m11q ). This is largely due

o the low SFRs (i.e. small number of pixels contributes to the
radient calculation) and the large flux of warm gas, either in the
alo–halo interaction in the merger for m11e or the gas accretion 
or m11q . 
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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M

Figure B1. Metallicity profiles in the ionized gas (with recent star formation) of the five galaxies analysed here with 250 pc pixel size, where distribution 
contains all pixels of the corresponding galaxy across all snapshots ( t lookback = 1.4–0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11). Shaded regions represent 50 , 75, and 95 per cent of 
data. Colours are as Fig. 1 and box and whiskers are as Fig. 4 . The least-squares regression, denoted by the dashed black line, is fit through the entire distribution 
with the exception of m11e , where an additional cyan line has been plotted through only the main galaxy body ( R > 5 kpc and t < 0.83 Gyr). Upper-left : galaxy 
m11d ; majorly disrupted due to starbursts with a ne gativ e metallicity gradient. Centre-top : galaxy m11e ; apparent steep metallicity gradient due to the merging 
companion. See cyan line for fit of main galaxy body. Both fits appear identical due to the ionized gas regions extending much farther and therefore mixing much 
earlier than their cold and dense counterparts. Upper-right : galaxy m11h ; appears to be an LMC-mass spiral with inside-out growth; slight metallicity gradient 
most consistent with such growth models. Lower-left : galaxy m11i ; slight gradient owing to very well-mixed nature. Centre-bottom : galaxy m11q ; very steep 
gradient possibly due to metal-poor inflows that significantly affect the galaxy due to its small size and mass. 
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Figure B2. Ionized gas (with recent star formation) metallicity gradients as 
a function of stellar mass for all FIRE-2 dwarfs, averaged over the entire 
analysis period ( t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11), with m11e being split 
into pre-merger (circle) and post-merger (star). Points denote the position of 
the galaxy’s average stellar mass and average slope of metallicity gradient in 
dex per kpc (displayed in Fig. 5 ). Thick vertical bars denote 25 –75 per cent 
of data within that interval and thin vertical bars represent 5 –95 per cent of 
data. Thick horizontal bars represent the change in stellar mass, with the 
leftmost point being the first snapshot and the rightmost point depicting the 
last snapshot. Colours are as Fig. 1 . Grey points and burgundy points and 
errorbars are observational data in the MaNGA surv e y from Belfiore et al. 
( 2017 ; their fig. B1), where grey points are individual galaxies and red points 
are the median values of 0.25 dex stellar mass bins. Galaxies primarily have 
a weak to ne gativ e gradient; the y may e xhibit a positiv e slope shortly after 
starbursts, as in the case of m11d . m11e clearly has a gradient similar to that 
of m11h and m11i before its merger. Simulations are in good agreement with 
observations. 
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PPENDI X  C :  DI FFERENTI AL  E N R I C H M E N T  

I STANCE  (DED)  

n Fig. 7 , we found that the metallicity of the cold and dense gas
nd the ionized gas phases were nearly identical (within ±0.1 dex).
o we v er, we also e xplore this by the differential enrichment distance

DED). 

ED = 

log Z CD /Z � − log Z H II /Z �√ 

2 
(C1) 

A positive DED value indicates higher local enrichment in the 
old and dense gas, while a ne gativ e DED value indicates higher
ocal enrichment in the ionized gas. 

We show the distribution of the DED in each of the galaxies, as a
unction of gas surface density and star formation rate surface density, 
n Figs C1 and C2 . We conclude that the cold and dense gas appears
o almost al w ays be slightly more enriched than the ionized gas on
verage. We find no significant correlation with the DED and other
hysical factors such as velocity dispersion, gas surface density, and 
tar formation rate. 

We note that for the nebular regions there does not appear to be
 significant relationship for the cold and dense gas surface density
r 40 Myr -a veraged SFR. We see a slight striation pattern in the
atter (purely an effect of resolution, i.e. counting individual young 
tar particles), but neither seem to show any significant relationships 
side from the fact that cold and dense gas is slightly more enriched,
espite the SFR and gas surface density. 
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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M

Figure C1. Comparing the distribution of cold and dense gas surface density to the relative DED for all five FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies at all snapshots ( t lookback = 

1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11). Filled contours denote 50 , 75, and 95 per cent of data inclusion in nebular regions; unfilled contours represent the H II gas with diffuse 
component (does not require recent star formation). Dashed black line represents equal enrichment in both the H II gas and the cold dense gas. Colours are as 
Fig. 1 . The filled contours (observable) appear to be roughly equally enriched, except for m11d and m11i , the two galaxies with the most starburst activity. The 
biggest scatters exist at low surface density and are not evident in the nebular regions. No general dependence on the differential enrichment as a function of 
cold and dense gas surface density is seen in any of the simulations. 
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Figure C2. Comparing the distribution of star formation rate surface density (averaged over the last 40 Myr) to the DED for all five galaxies, in the style of 
Fig. C1 , for all snapshots ( t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11). Filled contours denote 50 , 75, and 95 per cent of data inclusion, including diffuse components. 
Colours as Fig. 1 . All distributions appear to be unbiased, with the exception of m11d . No general dependence on the differential enrichment as a function of 
SFR is seen in any of the simulations. 
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PPEN D IX  D :  RELATING  META LLICITY  TO  

TAR  F O R M AT I O N  

uring this study, an effort was made to correlate the local star
ormation rate, metallicity, and ef fecti ve radius in these five FIRE-2
warf galaxies. This can be found in Fig. D1 , where we represent
he star formation rate’s surface density (av eraged o v er the last
0 Myr, in units of M �yr −1 pc −2 ), plotted against the log of the
otal solar metallicity in the cold and dense gas. There appears to
e no relationship in any of the five galaxies between these two
uantities, with no further dependence on the ef fecti ve radius as
ell. We note that while galaxy m11e appears to have a smaller,
irrored distribution at lower metallicity and higher radius, that 

his is likely from the snapshots of the merging companion, which
ntuitiv ely e xplain the high radius and lo w-metallicity v alues. 
MNRAS 515, 3555–3576 (2022) 
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Figure D1. Distribution of the star formation rate surface density (averaged over the last 40 Myr) compared to the total solar metallicity in the cold and dense 
gas for all five galaxies, from all snapshots ( t lookback = 1.4 − 0 Gyr, 0 < z < 0.11). The colour of pixels is determined by the radius in kpc. All distributions 
appear to have little-to-no correlation between the quantities. 
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